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Materials:

{Cost for this project starts at $3.98}
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Friendship Wrap Bracelet

2 feet of Type 1 paracord

5 feet of Micro cord

Beads

Step 1: Fold the type 1 cord in half. 
Measure the cord to desired bracelet 
length, then tie an overhand knot or 

diamond knot at the ends.  See our other 
tutorial for diamond knot instructions.  Trim 

and melt excess.

Step 2: With the micro cord, tie an 
overhand knot around the two cords of the 
bracelet near the knot you formed earlier. 

Leave a half inch tail of micro cord and 
pull tight.

Step 3: Wrap the micro cord around the 
type 1 cords and your half inch tail to 

secure. Push micro cord tight as needed.

Step 4: At any point desired, thread a 
bead onto the end of the bracelet 

including the micro cord.
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Push the bead close to your wrap and 
continue wrapping on the other side of the 

bead.  Repeat steps 3 and 4 as desired 
until you have a small loop at the end big 

enough to fit over your beginning knot.

Step 5: To secure, form a hitch knot by 
wrapping a loop around the bracelet then 
bring the working end of your micro cord 
up through the loop.  Pull tight and repeat 

2 or 3 times.  Trim and melt excess.
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